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Ex-NLB
manager
admits
to graft
involving
$600k
He obtained kickbacks from a
director of three firms to advance
his business interests with NLB
Shaffiq Alkhatib
Court Correspondent
A former manager of a National Library Board (NLB) department set
up to spearhead its move into ebooks and other digital resources
has admitted to graft offences involving nearly $600,000.
Ivan Koh Siong Wee, 50, had obtained the monies from a director
of three firms, Low Pok Woen, 51, in
exchange for advancing the latter’s
business interests with NLB.
Yesterday, each man pleaded
guilty to 20 counts of corruption involving nearly $500,000. Another
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36 similar charges linked to the re- ing of old books. The digital data- aside about 30 per cent of all the
maining amount will be taken into bases, e-books and e-comics main- profits earned from his three firms’
consideration. The two Singapore- tained by NLB can be accessed on- subscription contracts with NLB to
ans committed the offences be- line by NLB members.”
be given as bribes to Koh.
tween 2005 and 2009.
NLB’s Digital Resource Services
In return, Koh helped advance
The court heard that besides Department was then formed to Low’s business interests with NLB
working as a manager at NLB’s Dig- champion this move. Koh had in various ways. For instance, Koh
ital Resource Services Depart- shared news about NLB’s move to- shared confidential information
ment, Koh also headed a company wards digitalisation with Low.
with Low on the digital resources
known as Speedcuts, which proHe also said Low could explore a that NLB was interested in.
vided hair-cutting services. Low business opportunity in providing
The DPPs stated: “With this inforwas one of its employees between digital content to NLB.
mation, Low could... source the
2001 and 2005.
In November 2005, Low incorpo- market selectively and supply
Deputy Public Prosecutors rated a firm known as Database Re- those resources to NLB when the
Suhas Malhotra, Magdalene Huang source Services to provide this ser- opportunity came.”
and Andre Ong stated in court vice to NLB. He later set up two
Koh also advised Low on what
documents that some time around more, JCD Crossmedia and W3.XS.
prices to quote NLB, the court heard.
2004 or 2005, there was a “strateThe prosecutors said that Koh
The offences came to light after
gic move” within NLB towards was appointed as a manager of NLB lodged a police report on Feb
digitalisation.
NLB’s Digital Resource Services De- 21, 2014.
They added: “Digitalisation partment in 2005, making him the
Low and Koh were each offered
refers to maintaining of informa- second in command there.
bail of $80,000 yesterday. Their
tive digital databases, procuring of
In November that year, he started cases have been adjourned to Sept 15.
electronic resources such as e- asking Low for money for various
books and e-comics and microfilm- personal purposes. Low then set ashaffiq@sph.com.sg
Source: The Straits Times © Singapore Press Holdings Limited. Permission required for reproduction.
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PM to deliver
televised
National Day
message
on Aug 9
Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong
will be addressing the country in a
televised message come Sunday,
on National Day.
His message at 10am in English
will be aired on Channel NewsAsia,
Channel 5 and CNA938 before the
broadcast of the Padang parade,
which is set to begin at 10.15am.
Concurrently, the National Day
message will be delivered in Mandarin by Deputy Prime Minister
Heng Swee Keat on Channel 8,
Channel U and Capital 958. Mr
Heng is also Coordinating Minister for Economic Policies and Finance Minister.
Mr Masagos Zulkifli, Social and
Family Development Minister
and Minister-in-charge of Muslim
Affairs, will deliver the message in
Malay on Suria and Warna 974,
while Minister for Communications and Information S. Iswaran
will deliver the message in Tamil
on Vasantham and Oli 968.
Messages in all four languages
will be available on the Prime Minister’s Office’s website and
YouTube channel after the broadcasts, the office said yesterday.
The four ministers also delivered the National Day message in
the four official languages last
year on the eve of National Day.
PM Lee delivered his message
last year against the backdrop of
Changi Airport’s Jewel, which he
held up as symbolic of the country’s daring to pursue the new.
Clement Yong
SEE HOME B3

The Land
Transport
Authority said
yesterday it will
roll out a
campaign to
encourage
gracious
behaviour on
shared paths
and footpaths by
the end of this
year. ST PHOTO:
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Pedestrians urged to keep left on
shared paths in code of conduct
Toh Ting Wei
Pedestrians are urged to stay
away, if possible, from paths they
have to share with cyclists. But if
they must use these shared paths,
they are advised to keep left unless
they are overtaking another pedestrian.
Another good practice the authorities want pedestrians to
adopt is to refrain from using their
mobile phones while walking on
shared paths.
These are some of the suggested
habits set out by the Land Transport Authority (LTA) in Singapore’s first code of conduct for
pedestrians. It came into effect
this month, on Aug 1.
The new code is an addition to
the existing code of conduct for

other users of public paths, such as
cyclists and e-ecooter riders.
It is also part of measures
proposed late last year by the
Active Mobility Advisory Panel
(AMAP).
Yesterday, LTA said it will roll
out a campaign to encourage gracious behaviour on shared paths
and footpaths by the end of this
year.
National University of Singapore
transport infrastructure expert
Raymond Ong welcomed the new
code, saying a pedestrian who is
not distracted will be better able to
avoid accidents.
“Pedestrians need to understand
that they have a role to play in ensuring their own safety,” he added.
“Also, in Singapore, we don’t
have a lot of physical space to create separations between paths, so

SHAPING BEHAVIOUR

Pedestrians need to understand
that they have a role to play in
ensuring their own safety. Also,
in Singapore, we don’t have a lot
of physical space to create
separations between paths, so it
is more about shaping behaviour
and trying to make the
environment more conducive for
walking and cycling.
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penalties are the answer to developing
good behaviour.

it is more about shaping behaviour
and trying to make the environment more conducive for walking
and cycling.”
He did not think penalties are
the answer to developing good
behaviour. “What is important is
to educate the public such that the
behaviour becomes intuitive,” he
said.
Other LTA-recommended behaviour for pedestrians includes using
pedestrian crossings on roads instead of bicycle crossings as well
as refraining from listening to music in a way that will prevent them
from detecting danger or oncoming obstacles.
But Mr Francis Chu, co-founder
of cycling group Love Cycling SG
who previously sat on the AMAP,
said the pedestrian code of conduct was unnecessary.
“Formalising keeping to the left
while walking can cause some aggressive riders to shift the blame
to the victim in the case of an accident,” he said.
He further pointed out that
some pedestrians, such as the elderly and young children, may not
be able to keep left and be alert at

all times.
“If the main objective is safety
for all path users, aren’t the two
simple rules of riders giving way
and keeping a safe distance from
pedestrians sufficient?” he added.
This behaviour has been underlined in an earlier code of conduct
for path users that focused on how
personal mobility device (PMD)
users and cyclists can ride safely.
Besides the pedestrian code of
conduct, two other rules for active mobility safety also took effect this month.
One is the ban on those aged below 16 from riding electric scooters without supervision, and the
other is making it an offence for cyclists and PMD users to use their
mobile phones while riding.
For adults supervising underage
e-scooter riders, LTA wants them
to keep their eyes on one rider at
a time and not to let them out of
their sight.
They need to also educate the
young rider about safe riding and
the relevant regulations, like not exceeding 25kmh on a cycling path.
twtoh@sph.com.sg

Updated code
of conduct
PEDESTRIAN CODE
OF CONDUCT

1. Stay off shared paths and keep
to footpaths where possible.
2. Stay off bicycle crossings and
keep to pedestrian crossings.
3. Keep as far left as possible
on paths except when overtaking another pedestrian.
4. Stay alert and do not use mobile phones or devices in a
way that distracts from potential hazards.
CODE OF CONDUCT FOR
SUPERVISORS OF UNDERAGE
PMD RIDERS

1. Keep to supervising one underage rider at a time.
2. Remain near the rider and
maintain a clear line of sight at
all times.
3. Ensure that underage rider
is capable of handling the
PMD, check that it is in good
working condition and inform
rider about risks and rules.

